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The first problem of global variationalCalculus is to try to formulateintrinsi-

cally the Euler-Lagrangeequationswhich characterizethe critical sections.For

variational problems of arbitrary order in one variable and for variational

problemsin n variablesof order 1 or 2 this is attainedby meansof thePoincaré-

-Cartanform (see [3], [5], [7] and [8]). It is certainly well-known that in such

casesit is possible to associate to each r-order variational problem on a sub-

mersionp : Y -* X an ordinary n-form 0 011 j
2r— 1 such that the critical sections

ofp arecharacterizedby theCartanequation:

~1DdO) j2r—1~= 0 for everyvector field D in j2’~ 1

Severalauthors([1], ~2}, [4] and [6]) haverecentlyproved, through different

methods,that for r-ordervariationalproblemsin n variableswith r> 2 andn > 1

the Poincaré-Cartanform is not unique and it essentiallydependson a linear

connection on the base X and on a linear connection on the vertical bundle

V(Y). Briefly, the fundamentalresult of this theory canbe summarizedin the

following way:

<<Let p : Y—~Xbe a submersion of differentiable manifolds, w a volume

elerner~ton X and let £°: —* IR be a differentiable function. For eachpair of

linear connectionsV
0. V on T(X). V(Y), respectively,it is possibleto associate

to the Lagrangiandensity ~‘w an ordinary n-form 0 on J
2’~~such that the

critical sections of the variational problem defined by ..~°ware characterized

by the (*) condition.

Globally, the 0 form can be expressedas

where ~ a section of the vector bundle A~_lT*(X)~j
2r_iV*(Jr_l) and 0r

standsfor thestructureform on J~.
Similarly the differential of 0 canbe expressedas
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dO= (d~’Aw + dO) + (~AOr)A 021

where d is the formal differential on J~ (precisedefinitions will be viven alter-

wards). In tills decomposition the In + 1)—form (J) = d JA u~+ dO does 1101

dependon theconnectionschosenand gives the Euler-Lagrangeequations.while

the second term doesdepend on such connectionsand doesnot appearill the

Euler—Lagrange equations (becauseit contains double products ol strucluw

forms) but it determines the pre-sympiecticstructure on the spaceof critical

sections>>.

For a niore detailed exposition of tile developmentof this methodology

one may consult [4].

In this note I shall prove that it is really possibleto describetile 1 form bs

meansof simple axioms. More preciselythe result is the following.

THEOREM. Let p : Y X be a submersionon a manifoldX orientedhl’ a i’oluiiic

elementcc and ~‘ : F IR be a differentiable function. There exists a unique

ordinary (1? + 1) form ~ on J2r it’hich fulfills thefollowing conditions:

(1) 1D ~ = 0for even’ vectorfield D of T( j 21) vertical on

~) 1D, 1D, ~ = Ofor even’pair of vectorfields D
1. D, of I~(.J’ I.

(3) Thereexistsa sectionp of A~ T*(X) j 2r I ~ *( Jr ) SW’!? that

= d ~A cc + d(p A 01).

A section s of p critical for tile variational problem defined by .~wii and

only if for everyvector field D on j
2r one has:

(*5) ~D (‘J J21> = 0.

In this way it is always possible to associateto each variational problem an

(1? + 1)-form rJ) (which replaces dO hut is not exact!) independentof every

connection which characterizestile critical sectionsby a condition of the ( *

type.

Vinogradov has obtained a characterizationof Euler-Lagrangeequationsas

a differential of a certaill spectral sequence. [lie context of his theory differs

from ours and usesdifferent and more sophisticatedmethods(see for instance

[9]).
Before passingOIl to tile proof of this theorem,we shall introducesomeflola-

tions andknown resultswhich will he usedlater,

a) Given a sunibersion p : Y - X. the k-jet bundle of local sectionsof ~ is

denoted by J~= Jk( Y/X). with canonical projections~k : ~
1k Y. : ,,k
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andthevertical bundle011 X is denotedby V(Jk).
The vertical differential of order k of a sections at a point x EX is thelinear

map

(d~s)~: Tk_I (Jk1) V
51 (Jk~1)

S J~ S

definedby the formula

(d~s)~(D)= D (1k15 opkl)*(D).

b) Thestructureform oforder k is the1-form 0” onJ” with valuesin the induced

vector bundle V(J” -1 )jk definedby the formula

0(5 (D) = (d~s)X(7rkk_l~(D)),
r

where lThk :J
1’ ~.jk for h ~ k, is the canonicalprojection.

If (x/;y~)~I<kis thesysteminducedonJ1’by a fibred system of local coordina-

tes(x
1, y~)for thesubmersionp, locally onehas:

j ~l<k Ya

where0~,is the ordinary 1-formdefinedby

= dy~—~I~~+(i)dx1,

and(/) is themulti-index (j) = (0 1 0).

(I
c) A vector field D on J” is called an infinitesimal contact transformation if

for every linear connectionV on V(Jk’~)there exists an endomorphismf on

V(J’~’ 1 ~ suchthat

LDO”=foO”’,

whereLD is theLie derivativeinducedby V.
One can prove that for everj’ vector field D on Y thereis aunique infinitesimal

contact transformationD(k) OIl jk which is projectableon D. The vector field

D(k) is called the infinitesimal contact transformationof order k associated

withD.

d) Let J~be the inverselimit of the system(Jk l~a~)The spaceJ~is endowed

with a sheafof rings definedby
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ci =lim’C~.

Tile sectionsof ci are, by definitioll, the sdifferentiahle functions~oil

.J~.Similarly, the differential forms on J~are defined by

= him ‘fl’ = hIll ‘ A’~2
J~ —~ ii’ _~~÷ iS

For eachvector field D on X. there exists a unique vector field D on J~pro-

jectabieon D anssuchthat

0”(D)=O. forevery ke~4.

Tile vector field D is defined by the formula

D f=D
1(fojks) if feC~(J”).

(,~s) -

Locally:

a ., , a
= — + y ~ -

ax. ax. - ‘°

/ / 1,0

One denotesby d: ~l’~ -÷ f2.’~ the formal differential. This is tile unique

anti-derivationof degree+ I on the exterioralgebra>5 ~ suchthat:

i) d°d=—d°d.

ii) (df)(D)=bf.
iii) (df) (D) = 0. ifD is vertical on X.

Locally: dw = ~ dx1AL ~ it’.

/ (~7J)

e) If ii’, is” are differential forms on a manifold Z with values in the vector

bundlesF, E*, respectively. we denote by w A w’ tile exterior product of ii’

and w’ with respectto the bi-linear form F x —* Z x IR induced canonically

by duality.

Proofof’ the theorem. Uniqueness. Let ‘F,, , (J)~,~he two (n ± I )-fornls fulfilling

the conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the theorem.

From (1) and (2), locally one has
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~

with the notations explained in b). But

~ f’
1dx1A...Adx.A...Adx0®dy’

i,j IoI<r

and similarly for i”. Therefore, from (3) it follows that:

~ ~
i,/ owr

with g~1=f~~ a

Thus, by writtingD. = — . oneobtains:

/ ax1

~~0~Adx1A...Adx~1=

=~ ~ (_l)!’dx1A...AdxflA[(4g~f)0~+g~/0~+(f)]=
~,j ~~<r

=~ ~ ~
i,j Ial<r

So:

(4) ~ (-i)~’D1g~1.

(5) ~(—l)~D1g~1+ ~ (—l)’g~1=0, for 0<Ia~<r.
/ 4~-(/)cs

(6) ~ (—l)~g~1=0, for HI=r.

Now the functionF” = (— 1)~~ ~ (-~ 1 )‘~ ‘ ñ°D.g’ - does not depend
j I~~k / 0/

on theindex k = 0 r 1.

in fact, from (5) it follows that:
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j:~k ~l)” I--l) ~ )::

-- (-11< n~’( ~ I )iflgI
1)

=L-i)” i\ -l’~’
1D~D.g’. i<

But ~ = f-~and1-7 = 0, as it follows l’ronl (4) and I U).

Thus. 1- = 0: or equivalently 1151> = 1,

EXISTENCE. First let us supposethaI p is thecanonical prolction /‘ : ll~.>> x ll~’

IR ~, With the abovenotations, take

(7) f~.= I ‘>°( 1 + CS~) ~ i-i

a±(j)+~ cs~!~! - (2
- _______--~~ D’>

Cs + )j) ±~! di’

for tile coefficients of thevaluedform p.

A direct computationprovesthat

r .
d(pA 9r) = (~ I )~ D~’ ~< 0’ A dx ~ dx~

1=1

r

\ Oi A dx A ... A d,v
- al 1i o~1

Tilus, tile form

d 7/
= ii 7/A cc + dpAO1 = - - (i ~ ~)o~A ~

di’

verifies conditions(.1). (2). (3) and (1*) of the tileorem,

Finally, let ( V.) he an open cover of tile nianifolcl I such that the suhniersioii

p : V U = p( V I is iSOfllorphic to the canonical projection 1R0 x JR”> lR5> - :Illsi

he a partition of units’ subordinateto the cover .1’) J~/U,. If olle denotesh~
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the valued form associated to the function = ~ 7/by formula (7), onehas

= d ~ A cc + d(p
1A 0’).

Thus, theform

~) =~11~=d 7/Aw+~((~~~)A0’)

fulfils tile conditions(1), (2) and(3) of the theorem.

COROLLARY. (Infinitesimal functoriality of the1I~~form). If D is a p-projectable
vector field on Y, then.’ LD() ~ = ,, where 2’ =D() 2+ (divD’) 2and
D’ is the projection ofD on X.
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